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FormChecker is an easy-to-use formulary management and
communication system designed specifically for hospitals.

FormChecker

FormChecker, which offers integrated drug information, helps
your team and facility comply with Joint Commission regulations,
follow pharmacy guidelines and reduce time spent on the
management of formulary conversions. Changes are instantly
available to physicians, nurses, and pharmacists through a
web browser and/or in print.

EASY FORMULARY
MANAGEMENT
How It Helps
Trusted by hundreds of facilities
nationwide, FormChecker makes it easier
and more affordable for hospitals and
clinics to reduce costs, comply with
The Joint Commission and implement
sound, facility-wide pharmacy guidelines.
FormChecker enables pharmacists to
update formularies and issues relevant
alerts and other useful information,
all through a web browser.
MEET COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS

Comply with The Joint Commission’s
medication management guidelines.
REDUCE DRUG COSTS

Ensure that physicians and nurses follow
up-to-date pharmacy guidelines.
SAVE STAFF TIME

Reduce the amount of time your staff
spends managing formulary conversions.
EASY TO IMPLEMENT

Simple implementation and
transition process.
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MANAGE FORMULARIES

Load, create and maintain multiple
formularies from a central location for
your organization.
SHARE INFORMATION

Post guidelines, policies, drug alerts,
and other important information.
ACCESS RELATED DRUG INFORMATION

Link directly from within FormChecker
to drug monographs in Clinical
Pharmacology powered by ClinicalKey ®,
recognized as a top performer in the
2017 Best in KLAS® report for clinical
decision support – point of care clinical
reference (feature available to subscribers
of both products).
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Why It’s Better
COMMUNICATES POLICIES and makes

easily accessible procedures that
support safe medication prescribing,
ordering and transcribing.

IDENTIFIES APPROPRIATE SELECTION OF
MEDICATIONS available for use within the

organization, including guidance on when
a generic or brand product is required to
be used.

COMMUNICATES AND IDENTIFIES
SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS or procedures

for ordering drugs with look-alike or
sound-alike names.

HELPS TO MANAGE HIGH-RISK or

high-alert medications by identifying
and communicating processes for
procuring, storing, ordering, transcribing,
preparing, dispensing, administering,
and/or monitoring.

LIMITS ACCESS to a set of

approved medications.

MONITORS ORGANIZATIONAL
REGULATIONS governing the

prescribing, dispensing and
administration of medications.
OPERATES ONLINE IN REAL-TIME to allow

changes as they occur for an up-to-date
formulary at the time of prescribing.

GIVES FORMULATION (active ingredients)

of a combination product.

DISPLAYS DOSAGE FORM(S), STRENGTH(S),
PACKAGING(S), AND SIZE(S) stocked by

the pharmacy.
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OFFERS GENERIC NAME of the primary
active medication entity or product;
combination products may be listed by
generic, common, or trade names.
LISTS PHARMACY OPERATING PROCEDURES

such as hours of service, prescription
policies, pharmacy charging policies,
prescription labeling and packaging
practices, and medication distribution.

PROVIDES BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE P&T
COMMITTEE, including its membership,

responsibilities and operation.

OFFERS FORMULARY POLICIES AND
PROCEDURES, including restrictions on

medication use and procedures for adding
a medication to a formulary.

The Gold Standard in Customer Service
The entire Elsevier team is committed
to maximizing the positive impact our
products have on your organization. It’s
service you should expect. It’s service you
deserve. And it’s the kind of responsive,
personalized service that sets the
standard higher.
For more information, please visit
elsevier.com/drug-information

